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Abstract
Theoretical presentations of the ρ-calculus often treat the matching constraint computations as an
atomic operation although matching constraints are explicitly expressed. Actual implementations
have to take a much more realistic view: computations needed in order to ﬁnd the solutions
of a matching equation can be really important in some matching theories and the substitution
application usually involves a term traversal.
Following the works on explicit substitutions in the λ-calculus, we propose, study and exemplify
a ρ-calculus with explicit constraint handling, up to the level of substitution applications. The
approach is general, allowing the extension to various matching theories. We show that the cal-
culus is powerful enough to deal with errors. We establish the conﬂuence of the calculus and the
termination of the explicit constraint handling and application sub-calculus.
Keywords: ρ-calculus, matching, constraints, explicit substitutions.
Introduction
Pattern matching occurs in many programming languages as a powerful tool
to express requirements about the arguments of a program (e.g. ELAN [4],
Maude [5], TOM [20], ML) and the computational behavior of a calculus can
be really inﬂuenced by its ability to perform pattern matching [9]. Many works
studied the matching but most of the time they do not use it in a full way, i.e.,
they do not explicitly express and therefore do not exploit matching failures.
This ability to express matching failures is a key point in the ρ-calculus.
The ρ-calculus was introduced to make all the basic ingredients of rewriting
explicit objects, in particular the notions of rule (abstraction), rule application
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and result. In the ρ-calculus, the usual λ-abstraction λX.B is replaced by a
rule abstraction A B, where A is an arbitrary term and B is the argument
to be ﬁred, and the free variables of A are bound in B.
The matching power of the ρ-calculus can be regulated using arbitrary the-
ories. In classical term rewriting, this can lead to non-deterministic behavior
but since “results” are ﬁrst class citizens in the ρ-calculus, we can represent all
possible results as a single one (using the structure operator denoted by “;”).
The way these results are represented is also a parameter of the calculus since
diﬀerent semantics are obtained according to the theories associated to the
structure operator. Typically, if an associative-commutative and idempotent
status is given to this operator then, we recover the semantics of result sets [7].
If one prefers lists or multisets, then the corresponding formalization should
be speciﬁed.
Matching failures can be treated in diﬀerent ways. For example, every
matching failure can be reduced to a special term representing the failure
term. This may cause problems w.r.t. the calculus conﬂuence and this is why
a major evolution in the syntax and capability of the calculus is proposed
in [8]: delayed matching constraints become an explicit part of the calculus.
So, the application of an abstraction A B to a term C, denoted (A B)C,
evaluates to (A  C)B which represents a term where the matching constraint
A  C is “put on the stack” for later evaluation and use. When at least a
solution exists, the delayed matching constraint is solved at the meta-level
and then the delayed matching constraint is evaluated to σ1(B); . . . ; σn(B) . . .
where σi, i = 1 . . . n, are the solutions of the matching between A and C. If
no solution exists, the delayed matching constraint is not reduced.
The ability to parameterize the ρ-calculus by a matching theory opens
new possibilities and leads to a very expressive calculus. Nevertheless, it
is surprising that all the computations related to the considered matching
theory still belong to the meta-level. The same situation arises in Rogue [24],
a new programming language based on an untyped version of the ρ-calculus
and primary intended for implementing decision procedures. The operational
semantics of Rogue as well as the rules of the ρ-calculus use helper functions
that are indeed implicit computations. These computations are conceptually
and computationally important in all matching theories, from syntactic ones to
quite elaborated ones like associative-commutative theories [12]. Therefore, to
make explicit the handling of constraints, one must make explicit the matching
and the constraint (substitution) application. This leads to a calculus a` la λx-
calculus [23] simple and without substitution compositions. We call it the
ρx-calculus.
The λ-calculus with explicit substitutions has been widely studied and
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provides a nice tool to deal with higher order uniﬁcation [11] or to represent
incomplete proofs in type theory [21]. As far as implementation issues are
concerned, explicit substitution calculi are very important [18].
In all the explicit substitution calculi [1,17,23], substitutions can be delayed
thanks to the Beta rule that transforms a β-redex (λx.a)b into the explicit ap-
plication on a of the substitution that replaces x by b. In the ρ-calculus, match-
ing constraints can be delayed too, thanks to a rule that does not compute
anything but transforms the application of a rewrite rule into the application
of a matching constraint. It therefore makes explicit the decision to reduce
a given redex and it provides the capacity to decide when one wants to start
the computations needed to apply a rewrite rule.
Then, the matching constraints are computed and applied in one step. In
concrete implementations these operations should be separated and should in-
teract with other computations and, in particular, we want computations on
constraints and applications of constraints to be explicit. We can think of an
implementation of the ρ-calculus with explicit computations and applications
of constraints as using a scheduler that switches regularly between compu-
tations on constraints, applications of substitutions and the basic evaluation
rules.
Contributions: We propose an extension of the ρ-calculus to deal explicitly
with matching constraints. This calculus enjoys the usual good properties
of explicit substitutions (conservativity, termination) and it is conﬂuent. We
show that the ρ-calculus, and especially the ρx-calculus, are suitable as a use-
ful theoretical back-end for implementations.
Road-Map: The ﬁrst two sections describe respectively the syntax and the
semantics of the ρx-calculus presenting its motivation and construction. In
Section 3 we give examples of the behavior of the calculus focusing mainly on
the handling of errors. The next section presents the main properties of the
calculus such as the conﬂuence of the calculus for linear patterns. In Section 5
we discuss some extensions of the calculus introduced in order to increase its
expressiveness and eﬃciency. We conclude by presenting related and future
works.
1 Syntax of the ρ
x
-calculus
The syntax of the ρx-calculus presented in Figure 1 is an extension of the one
used for the plain ρ-calculus where the left-hand side of an abstraction (built
using the “” operator) deﬁnes the variables we abstract on and some context
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information and where terms can be grouped together into structures (built
using the operator “;”). A term in a left-hand side of an abstraction is often
called a pattern. Several new constructions are added to the original syntax:
• Constraints become ﬁrst-class objects of the calculus and are conjunctions
(built with the operator “∧”) of matching problems of the form A  B.
This way matching problems can be explicitly decomposed.
• The application operator denoted by concatenation is extended to constraint
application.
• We use a special symbol “{}” to denote the application of substitutions on
terms and constraints. Using this syntax, explicit treatment (propagation)
of substitutions can be done.
We assume that the application operator associates to the left, while the
other operators associate to the right. The priority of the application is higher
than that of “” which is higher than that of “;“ which is of higher prior-
ity than the “{}” which is, in turn, of higher priority than the “∧”. The
symbols A,B,C, . . . range over the set T of terms, the symbols X, Y, Z, . . .
range over the set V of variables (V ⊆ T ), the symbols a, b, c, . . . , f, g, h
range over a set K of constants (K ⊆ T ). We call algebraic the terms of
the form (. . . ((f A1) A2) . . .) An with f ∈ K and we usually denote them
by f(A1, A2, . . . , An). A domain of a match-equation A  B (resp. of a
conjonction of constraints) is the set of free variables of A (resp. the union
of the domains of each match-equation of the conjonction). We denote it by
Dom(A  B).
As in any calculus involving binders, we work modulo the α-conversion of
Church, and modulo the hygiene-convention of Barendregt [2], i.e., free and
bound variables have diﬀerent names.
To support the intuition, one can mention that the application of a re-
write rule (abstraction) to a term is always evaluated to the application of the
corresponding constraint to the right-hand side of the rewrite rule. Such a con-
struction was called a delayed matching constraint in the classical ρ-calculus.
A constraint application will be transformed, if possible, into a collection of
substitution applications.
For the sake of simplicity, in this article, substitutions are constraints of
the form X  A. Of course, the set of substitutions can be easily extended
to more sophisticated constraints like, for example, X  A ∧ Y  B. The
main beneﬁt of this latter approach is that several substitution applications
implying several term traversals can be merged together leading thus to more
eﬃcient implementations [18].
Example 1.1 (Encoding of λ-terms)
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Terms A,B ::= V (Variables)
| K (Constants)
| A B (Abstraction)
| A B (Functional application)
| (C)B (Constraint application)
| A;B (Structure)
| {X  A}B (Substitution application on terms)
Constraints C,D ::= A  B (Match-equation)
| C ∧D (Conjunction of constraints)
| {X  A}C (Substitution application on constraints)
where ∧ is supposed to be associative-commutative and idempotent.
Figure 1. Syntax of ρx-calculus
One can encode the λ-calculus in the ρ-calculus. The binder “λ” is replaced
by a rule abstraction “”.
λ-calculus ρ-calculus
λX.X X  X
λX.λY.X X  Y  X
λX.(XX) X  XX
Example 1.2 (Encoding of ﬁrst-order terms)
Using the constantst , f , not, and, or (denoting respectively the boolean values
true and false, the negation, the conjunction and the disjunction) we can deﬁne
the following ﬁrst-order terms: and(X,t ) andor(not(X),not(Y )).
Example 1.3 (Rewrite rules)
Some rules to compute in the Boolean algebra:
• and(X,t )  X; the free variable of the pattern and(X,t ) is bound in the
body X of the abstraction.
• not(and(X, Y ))or(not(X),not(Y )); this rule bounds the variables X and Y .
• xor(X,X)f ; a non-linear rule.
Example 1.4 (Constraint application)
The application of the second rewrite rule given in Example 1.3 to the term
not(and(t ,f )) is denoted as
(
not(and(X, Y ))  or(not(X),not(Y ))
)
not(and(t ,f )).
We will see in the next sections that this term can be successively reduced
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to the constraint application
(
X t ∧ Y f
)
or(not(X),not(Y )) and after-
wards, to the substitution applications {X t }
(
{Y f }or(not(X),not(Y ))
)
and ﬁnally, to the termor(not(t ),not(f )).
2 Semantics of the ρ
x
-calculus
In the classical ρ-calculus, when reducing the application of a constraint to
a term, i.e., the delayed matching constraint, the corresponding matching
problem is solved and the resulted substitutions are applied at the meta-level
of the calculus. This means that, in one step, we compute the substitution
from the matching constraint and apply it.
This reduction can be obviously decomposed into two steps, one comput-
ing the substitution and the other one describing the application of the corres-
ponding substitution. This decomposition does not mean that the matching
computations leading from constraints to substitutions and the application of
the substitution are explicit but just that they are clearly separated. Depend-
ing on the matching theory, these computations can be really signiﬁcant and
we want to go further on and to make them explicit.
The small-step reduction semantics of the ρx-calculus is given in Figure 2
where the reduction rules of the calculus are split into three categories:
• Rules describing the application of structures and abstractions on ρ-terms.
• Rules that describe the solving of the matching problems (i.e. their re-
duction to a normal form) and that trigger the application of the resulted
substitutions (constraints).
• Rules deﬁning the application of substitutions.
Term application
The two ﬁrst rules (ρ) and (δ) are inherited from the plain ρ-calculus.
The rule (δ) deals with the distributivity of the application on the structures
built with the “;” operator (see Example 3.2) while the rule (ρ) reduces the
application of an abstraction to a term to the right-hand side of the rewrite
rule constrained by a matching problem.
Constraint computation
The Decomposition set of rules is strongly related to the considered match-
ing theory which is a parameter of the ρ-calculus. Since there exists no gen-
eric algorithm to decide/solve matching constraints, we have to make precise
here the considered theory (or theories). For simplicity, we have chosen to
present the ρx-calculus with an empty theory and thus we introduce the rules
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Term application
(ρ) (A B) C → (A  C) B
(δ) (A;B) C → A C;B C
Constraint computation
Decomposition
(Decompose;) A1;A2  B1;B2 → A1  B1 ∧ A2  B2
(DecomposeK) f(A1, . . . , An)  f(B1, . . . , Bn) → A1  B1 ∧ . . . ∧ An  Bn
Constraint application
(ToSubst∧) (X  A ∧ C)B → (C)({X  A}B)
if X ∈ Dom(C)
(ToSubst) (X  A)B → {X  A}B
(ToSubstId) (a  a)B → B
Substitution application
(Replace) {X  A}X → A
(EliminateV ) {X  A}Y → Y
if X = Y
(EliminateK) {X  A}f → f
(Share ) {X  A}(B C) → ({X  A}B) ({X  A}C)
(Share;) {X  A}(B; C) → {X  A}B; {X  A}C
(Share) {X  A}(B  C) → B  {X  A}C
(Share) {X  A}(B  C) → B  {X  A}C
(Share∧) {X  A}(C∧D) → {X  A}C ∧ {X  A}D
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
σ
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
κ
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
ρx
Figure 2. Small-step reduction semantics of the ρx-calculus
(Decompose;) and (DecomposeK) inspired by the well-known algorithms solv-
ing matching problems.
In the ρ-calculus there are higher-order symbols (e.g. “”, “”) and we
cannot do a ﬁrst-order matching for this kind of symbols (or we should do it
very strictly and for speciﬁc purpose). So, we will only decompose algebraic
terms (i.e. applications with some constant head symbol) and structures.
As we mentioned before, the ρ-calculus is well-suited to deal with errors,
represented by constraints without solution. This means that there exist con-
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straints that do not represent substitutions 1 . Depending on the intended use
of the calculus we may want or not to propagate (constraint) failures. If one
propagates constraints without any solution, we would lose the error’s loca-
tion and we would obtain in ﬁne a term with constraints without any solution
applied on each leaf of the term (considered as a tree). The information con-
tained in such a term seems useless to analyze the error and, for debugging
reasons, we do not want to lose the error’s location. This is why we need
to identify the successful constraints whose applications represent (i.e. can be
reduced to) substitution applications.
Once a certain “successful” normal form for a matching problem is ob-
tained, the application of the corresponding substitution is triggered by the
set of rules Constraint application.
To go from constraints to substitutions, we simplify a constraint (using
decomposition rules) until we ﬁnd a subpart of the constraint of the form
X  A. If this non-decomposable constraint is independent of the remaining
part of the constraint, we can “push it out” of the constraint and trigger its
application as a substitution.
One can notice that the constraint X  A ∧ Y  B is decomposed into
two substitutions: X  A and Y  B and thus, in order to apply such a
constraint to a term, we will need to visit the whole term twice.
One question still remains: how to deal with non-linearity? There are
many answers but the simplest one is: wait until the problem becomes linear.
Surprising as it may seem, this is the best way to deal with this diﬃculty. To
be more precise, when we ﬁnd a constraint of the form X  A ∧ X  B, since
none of the rules (ToSubst) can be applied (X ∈ Dom(X  B)) we try to
reduce A and/or B until we obtain two equal terms. Therefore, we eventually
obtain the constraint X  A′ (since ∧ is assumed to be idempotent) or a
matching constraint that cannot be applied (see Example 3.3).
Substitution application
The application of a substitution is deﬁned by straightforward rules that
distribute this application over the diﬀerent operators of the calculus and re-
place accordingly the concerned variables. Since we work modulo α-conversion,
when we apply a substitution to an abstraction, the left-hand side of the ab-
straction is not aﬀected. Similarly, the left-hand sides of matching equations
(normally issued from abstraction applications) are not concerned by the sub-
stitution application.
1 Of course, in the λ-calculus, such questions do not arise since we only consider trivial
matching problems that are always successful and, to propagate the corresponding substi-
tution (i.e., to apply it step by step) always makes sense.
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We should point out that the constraint application operator cannot be
overloaded to handle substitutions as well and that a special symbol to denote
the substitution application is needed. Otherwise, a terminating and conﬂu-
ent rule system for the explicit application of substitutions seems diﬃcult to
achieve.
As usual, we deﬁne the one step →R and many steps →R relations w.r.t.
a set of rules →R. This way we deﬁne the relations →σ, →κ and →ρx induced
by the rules in Figure 2.
3 Examples
In this section, we will give examples illustrating the behavior of our calculus.
In [13], it is shown that the ρx-calculus embeds the λx-calculus. The next
example illustrates the atomicity of the application of a rewrite rule.
Example 3.1 (Application of a rewrite rule)
In order to compute the disjunctive normal form, we use the rewrite rule
not(and(X, Y ))or(not(X),not(Y )). The application of this rewrite rule to the
termnot(and(t ,f )) is described in the ρx-calculus by the following reduction:(
not(and(X, Y ))or(not(X),not(Y ))
)
not(and(t ,f ))
→ρ
(
not(and(X, Y ))not(and(t ,f ))
)
or(not(X),not(Y ))
→DecomposeK
(
X t ∧ Y f
)
or(not(X),not(Y ))
→ToSubst∧ (X t )
(
{Y f }or(not(X),not(Y ))
)
→ToSubst {X t }
(
{Y f }or(not(X),not(Y ))
)
→ {X t }
(
or(not(X),not(f ))
)
Subst. app.
→ or(not(t ),not(f )) Subst. app.
Example 3.2 (Application of a rewrite system)
We show how a structure of rewrite rules applies to a term. In a ﬁrst approx-
imation, this can be seen as the application of a rewrite system.(
and(X,or(Y, Z))or(and(X, Y ),and(X,Z));
and(or(X, Y ), Z)or(and(X,Z),and(Y, Z))
)
and(or(t ,f ),or(f ,f ))
We use the (δ) rule to distribute the two rewrite rules:
→δ
(
and(X,or(Y, Z))or(and(X, Y ),and(X,Z))
)
and(or(t ,f ),or(f ,f ));(
and(or(X, Y ), Z)or(and(X,Z),and(Y, Z))
)
and(or(t ,f ),or(f ,f ))
and we ﬁnally obtain (by reducing each rule application as in Example 3.1):
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or(and(or(t ,f ),f ),and(or(t ,f ),f )) ; or(and(t ,or(f ,f )),and(f ,or(f ,f )))
The application of a rewrite system is actually never as simple as presented
above. Here, we encode only one (meta) rewriting step but in general the
encoding is more complicated because one needs to encode the evaluation
strategy. The problem is solved by using (typed) ﬁxpoints to apply the rewrite
system recursively (see [9] for a full presentation).
Example 3.3 (Application of a non-linear rewrite rule)
There are no restrictions related to the set of patterns that can be non-linear:
(xor(X,X)f )xor(t ,t )
→ρ
(
xor(X,X) xor(t ,t )
)
f
→DecomposeK
(
X t ∧X t
)
f ≡
(
X t
)
f (∧ is idempotent)
→ToSubst {X t }f
→EliminateK f
Of course, the application of a non-linear rewrite rule may cause failures
due to merging clashes. Merging clashes are not reduced and are kept as a
constraint application failure.
Example 3.4 (Application of a non-linear rewrite rule)
(xor(X,X)f )xor(t ,f )
→ρ
(
xor(X,X) xor(t ,f )
)
f
→DecomposeK
(
X t ∧X f
)
f
In the following examples, we will describe how a data structure can be
deﬁned and used in the ρ-calculus. We focus on the matching failure cases.
We deal with the example of lists and to support the intuition, we give also
the examples in ML syntax.
Example 3.5 (Destructors in O’CAML)
In O’CAML [25], the list destructors can be naturally written, using pattern-
matching, as:
# let car l = match l with
|x::m -> x;;
# let cdr l = match l with
| x::m -> m;;
These are partial functions since we cannot apply them to [] without raising
an exception which encodes the matching failure.
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# car [];;
Exception: Match_failure ("", 12, 42).
Example 3.6 (Destructors in the ρ-calculus)
In the ρ-calculus, the data structure constructors are deﬁned using constants.
We will use the constants “Empty” and “Cons” to denote the list constructors
corresponding in O’CAML to the use of “[]” and “::”. In the ρ-calculus, the
destructors are written: car = Cons(X,M) X and cdr = Cons(X,M)M .
The application of car to the list Cons(a, Empty) reduces to the constant a:
(Cons(X,M) X) Cons(a, Empty)
→ρ (Cons(X,M)  Cons(a, Empty)) X
→DecomposeK (X  a ∧M  Empty) X
→ a
When we apply car to Empty we obtain, as in O’CAML, a (run-time) error that
is represented in the ρx-calculus by a matching constraint without solutions:
(Cons(X,M) X) Empty
→ρ (Cons(X,M)  Empty) X
Unlike in O’CAML, the matching failure is explicit and the programmer can
have a better understanding of the error. Actually, the O’CAML interpreter
answers to the previous deﬁnitions of car and cdr with:
Warning: this pattern-matching is not exhaustive.
Here is an example of a value that is not matched: []
In O’CAML, the matching failures are treated at the meta-level whereas this
is done automatically in the ρ-calculus thanks to the reduction semantics.
The next example illustrates the usefulness of explicit constraint applica-
tion when we want to track the source (cause) of the failure.
Example 3.7 (Run-time error: matching failure)
Let us consider the following rule that checks if two persons are brothers, i.e.
if they have the same father:
Brother(Person(Name(X),Father(Z)),Person(Name(Y ),Father(Z)))  t
When checking if two concrete persons (Alice and Bob)are brothers by applying
this rule to the corresponding term:
Brother(Person(Name(Alice),Father(John)), Person(Name(Bob),Father(Jim))) we obtain as
result the term
(Z  John ∧ Z  Jim) t
indicating that the variable Z corresponding to the father cannot be instanti-
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ated correctly, i.e. that the father of the two persons is not the same.
In a classical (non-explicit) approach the result would be(
Brother(Person(Name(X),Father(Z)),Person(Name(Y ),Father(Z))) 
Brother(Person(Name(Alice),Father(John)), Person(Name(Bob),Father(Jim)))
”
t
that is obviously more diﬃcult to understand.
4 Properties
We present here the properties of the calculus and of its sub-calculi. We
concentrate on the conﬂuence, the basic property for implementations: the
strategy used to apply the evaluation rules of the ρx-calculus (Figure 2) has
no consequences on the result. We ﬁrst present properties on the explicit part
of the calculus and then we use these results for the conﬂuence of the calculus.
The complete proofs can be found in [13].
The conﬂuence of higher-order systems dealing with non-linear matching
is still a diﬃcult task because we do not know how to prevent non-joinable
critical pairs as those coined for the ﬁrst time by Klop [16] and therefore, in
this paper, we will only consider linear patterns so as not to lose conﬂuence.
4.1 Properties of the explicit part
One important property of the explicit calculus is the conservativity. This
property shows that a reduction in the ρ-calculus can be simulated in the
ρx-calculus. This property is sometimes called simulation:
Lemma 4.1 (Conservativity)
For all terms A and B containing only ﬁrst-order patterns 2 and such that
A →ρ B, we have A →ρx B.
From this lemma, we can deduce the preservation of the conﬂuence of
the ρ-calculus by the ρx-calculus. Since we do not deal with composition
and meta-variables we also conjecture that the ρx-calculus preserves strong
normalization.
To show the conﬂuence of the ρx-calculus, we show ﬁrst the strong nor-
malization of the explicit constraint handling part of the calculus.
Lemma 4.2 The relation →κ is strongly normalizing.
Proof First of all, we deﬁne a measure ζ on terms representing the number of
diﬀerent variables in the left-hand side of constraint matching equations - but
2 The restriction to ﬁrst-order patterns is due to the restriction to ﬁrst-order matching.
Recall discussion in paragraph “Constraint computation” of Section 2.
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not of substitutions. For example, X is not considered to be in a left hand side
of a constraint matching equation in {X  A}B whereas this is the case in
(X  A)B. We show that →κ is strongly normalizing using the lexicographic
product of ζ and  where  is the recursive path ordering induced by the
precedence :   ∧ and {}  ; and {}  “the application operator” and
{}   and {}   and {}  ∧ and with the status “multiset” for the
symbol {}. 
Lemma 4.3 The relation →κ is locally conﬂuent.
Proof →σ is convergent since →σ is terminating as a sub-relation of →κ
and conﬂuent as an orthogonal and left-linear system. We denote by ↓ σ(A)
the normal form of A w.r.t. the rewrite system σ and we show the following
substitution lemma:
For all terms A,B,C such that Y belongs to the set of free variables of A:
↓σ({X  A}({Y  B}C)) = ↓σ({Y  {X  A}B}({X  A}C))
The substitution lemma is a consequence of the relationship between explicit
and pure substitutions: we can show that the behavior of the explicit sub-
stitution {X  A}B behaves (i.e. reduces) exactly like the meta-substitution
(that handles variable capture). The proof is then done by analyzing all critical
pairs which can easily be shown joinable as a consequence of the substitution
lemma. 
4.2 Conﬂuence of the calculus for linear patterns
The proof of conﬂuence is based on Yokouchi’s lemma. We apply it by choosing
the relations →κ and →ρδ‖ , where →ρδ‖ is the parallelization of ρ and δ. So,
we need to prove the convergence of →κ (already done), the strong conﬂuence
of →ρδ‖ and the coherence diagram between the two relations. The lemma
cannot be applied simply by taking the relation →ρδ since this relation does
not have the diamond property.
Lemma 4.4 (Yokouchi’s diagram) For all terms A, B, C, if A →κ B and
A →ρδ‖ C then there exists a term D such that B →κ →ρδ‖ →κ D and C →κ D.
Proof When the two steps from A to B and from A to C do not overlap, the
lemma is easy. So we have to inspect every critical pair. As in the λσ⇑-calculus
a critical pair has a sense slightly diﬀerent from the standard one because of
the parallel reduction. Since a strict subexpression of a ρδ‖ redex can never
overlap with a κ redex, it is suﬃcient to work by cases on the derivation from
A to B. 
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Theorem 4.5 (Conﬂuence)
The ρ
x
-calculus is conﬂuent for linear patterns.
Proof We have proved all the hypotheses of Yokouchi’s lemma:
• →κ is strongly normalizing (Lemma 4.2).
• →κ is locally conﬂuent (Lemma 4.3).
• →ρδ‖ is strongly conﬂuent (parallelization of a linear rewrite system without
any critical pairs).
• →κ and →ρδ‖ verify Yokouchi’s diagram (Lemma 4.4).
Thus, we obtain that →κ →ρδ‖ →κ is conﬂuent. To conclude the proof it is
suﬃcient to remark that →ρx⊆ →κ →ρδ‖ →κ ⊆ →ρx . 
5 Extensions
In practice, our calculus is restrictive and one wants to extend it for express-
iveness reasons (more matching theories) and eﬃciency reasons (composition
of substitutions). In this section, we will brieﬂy discuss the two points.
We only handled the case of syntactic matching for the deﬁned symbols
and we can see this as a drawback of our calculus. In practice, it is interesting
to have the possibility to reason modulo (equational) theories w.r.t. the deﬁned
constants. This can be done by adjusting the part of the calculus dealing with
explicit matching.
The (DecomposeK) rule can be adapted according to the theory one wants
to deal with. For example, if we want to deal with commutative symbols (not
necessarily binary) we obtain the rule (DecomposeCK) - where Sn denotes the
permutations of {1, . . . , n}:
DecomposeCK f(A1, . . . , An) C f(A
′
1, . . . , A
′
n) → ;
ϕ∈Sn
(
n∧
i=1
Ai C A
′
ϕ(i)
)
If one prefers the AC (associative-commutative) matching theory, the corres-
ponding decomposition rule should be speciﬁed.
In most of the applications, the empty theory for the structure “;” is not
suﬃcient. For example, if one wants to encode multisets, the AC theory is
useful. If one wants to encode rewrite systems in the ρ-calculus, one needs a
special theory for the structure so as to erase matching failures (this theory
is presented in [9]). In such cases, the conﬂuence of the calculus must be
carefully examined.
As far as it concerns eﬃciency, substitutions are identiﬁed, in this paper, to
constraints of the form X  A. One of the main drawbacks of this approach
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is the lack of a mechanism to merge diﬀerent term traversals into a single one.
This mechanism is proved to have an important impact on performance (see
for example [18]) and is used in the implementation of SML. For example, if
we denote gn(f(X, Y )) = g(g(. . . g(f(X, Y )))) then
(X  A ∧ Y  B) gn(f(X, Y ))
→ρx (X  A){Y  B}g
n(f(X, Y ))
→ρx (X  A)g
n(f(X,B)) ﬁrst traversal
→ρx {X  A}g
n(f(X,B))
→ρx g
n(f(A,B)) second traversal
So we need to traverse twice the term (that can be as big as wanted) to
apply this very simple substitution. In fact, we want to visit the term not
twice but only once, that is, we want to handle composition.
Of course, since one wants to identify solvable constraints, one needs to
propose a nice way to label parts of constraints which are solvable and inde-
pendent of the remaining constraints. Instead of “pushing out” of a constraint
a sub-part of the form X  A we do the same for labeled constraints. For
this, the following composition rule should be added:
(Compose) {C}({D}A) → {C ∧ {C}D} A
where C and D are constraints known as solvable. The study of this extension
is under way.
Conclusion and future work
We have proposed a ρ-calculus of explicit constraint application well-suited
to deal with errors. We have proved that it enjoys the classical properties of
such a formalism, i.e., the conﬂuence of the calculus and the termination of
the constraint handling part. We have seen that the calculus is really modular
and can be adapted to many matching theories for the deﬁned constants and
for the structure operator “;”. We can either choose to be atomic and give a
simple deﬁnition of substitutions, or more general and eﬃcient and deﬁne a
calculus that handles substitution composition.
ρ-calculi and especially the ρx-calculus, are new frameworks that can be
seen as theoretical foundations for a new family of programming languages.
Diﬀerent extensions/variations of the ρ-calculus are now available: in [19] an
imperative version of the calculus has been proposed and in [14] exceptions in
the ρ-calculus were studied. One can mention that the ρ-calculus allows one
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to design extremely powerful type systems such as those presented in [8].
Related work: In [3], a calculus called the PSA-Calculus was introduced. The
explicit application of a rewrite rule and the explicit matching handling were
coined for the ﬁrst time in this ancestor of the ρ-calculus. Nevertheless, it
was a ﬁrst approach to make explicit rewriting and thus this calculus is really
less powerful than the current ρ-calculus. For example, the PSA-Calculus is
not powerful enough to allow strategies as explicit objects and thus there is a
hierarchy between rules and strategies.
A rewriting calculus with explicit substitutions has been already proposed
in [6]. This calculus is mainly an extension of the λσ-calculus and is called
the ρσ-calculus. The approach is less general than the one presented here
since this calculus makes explicit the substitution application but not the
computations to go from constraints to substitutions. In [22], Nguyen studied
a cooperation Coq-ELAN to automate proof assistants where the ρσ-calculus
have been intensively used to represent proof terms of rewrite derivations. The
explicit treatment of matching in the ρx-calculus should be a useful tool to
obtain normalization traces in some non-trivial matching theories.
Future work: Diﬀerent extensions should be studied before an implementation
can be realized:
• To handle substitution composition. Actually, the ability to merge diﬀerent
structure traversals into one has an important impact on performance as
shown in [18].
• To deal with α-conversion. One possible approach is to follow the work
about the λ-calculus [15] or to use deBruijn [10] indices.
• To propose a powerful named exception mechanism, by taking advantage of
the very general management of errors.
More generally, we want to understand what an interpreter/compiler for
the ρ-calculus could mean and how to implement it. This question is strongly
related to our intend to study integrated programming and proving envir-
onments where computations and deductions are uniformly integrated, i.e.,
to unify functional and rewriting based languages (e.g., ML, ELAN, Maude),
proof assistants and theorem provers (e.g., Coq, Isabelle, PVS, . . . ).
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